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Acute myeloid leukemia:  
update in diagnosis and treatment in Brazil
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aBStract 
Objective: To identify how the Brazilian hematology centers 
treated and diagnosed cases of acute myeloid leukemia in 2009. 
Methods: An epidemiological observational multicenter study of 
11 listed Brazilian centers that treat acute myeloid leukemia and 
perform bone marrow transplantation. Data were collected from 
clinical charts of patients with acute myeloid leukemia treated 
at the said centers between 2005 and 2009. The availability for 
immunophenotyping and cytogenetic tests was assessed. results: 
During 2009, a total of 345 new cases of acute myeloid leukemia 
were diagnosed. Differences were noted in the tests performed 
between patients who initiated treatment at the center and those 
referred for treatment. Of the participating centers, 72% conducted 
some type of molecular study in acute myeloid leukemia upon 
diagnosis. conclusion: Treatment for acute myeloid leukemia in 
Brazil shows significantly inferior results when compared to other 
centers worldwide. 
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reSUMO
Objetivo: Identificar como centros de hematologia brasileiros trataram 
e diagnosticaram os casos de leucemia mieloide aguda no ano de 2009. 
Métodos: Estudo epidemiológico, observacional, multicêntrico de 11 
centros brasileiros cadastrados para tratamento de leucemia mieloide 
aguda e transplante de medula óssea. Os dados foram coletados a partir 
de prontuários de pacientes com leucemia mieloide aguda tratados nos 
centros citados entre os anos de 2005 e 2009. Foi avaliada a disponibilidade 
para realização de exames de imunofenotipagem e citogenética nos 
centros estudados. resultados: Foram diagnosticados 345 casos novos 
de leucemia mieloide aguda no ano de 2009. Observaram-se diferenças 
na realização de exames entre pacientes que iniciaram o tratamento no 
centro em relação àqueles referenciados para tratamento. Dos centros 
participantes, 72% realizaram algum tipo de pesquisa molecular em 
leucemia mieloide aguda ao diagnóstico. conclusão: O tratamento da 
leucemia mieloide aguda no Brasil apresenta resultados muito inferiores 
quando comparado a outros centros mundiais.

Descritores: Leucemia mieloide aguda; Análise citogenética; 
Técnicas de diagnóstico molecular; Terapêutica; Brasil
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intrODUctiOn
Acute myeloid leukemia (AML) is a malignant neoplasm 
of progenitor hematopoietic cells and it displays great 
clinical, morphological, and molecular heterogeneity(1). 
The classification of AML has been greatly modified 
over the last decades, and currently, the most often 
utilized follows cytogenetic and molecular alterations 
described recently (Table 1)(2). 

Mutations  %
FLT3 45.45
NPM1 18.18
MLL 36.36
PML/RARa 81.82

table 1. Frequency of molecular mutations investigated upon diagnosis of acute 
myeloid leukemia

The treatment of a patient with AML begins with the 
so-called induction chemotherapy, with the objective of 
controlling the disease and leading the patient into a 
state of complete remission (CR), in which the disease 
is no longer detected by conventional morphological 
methods(3-6). It is common knowledge, however, that 
reaching the state of CR is not the equivalent of a 
cure, and since the 1960s and 1970s, various studies 
have shown the need to administer post-remission or 
consolidation therapy(7-9). There are three therapeutic 
modalities that can be administered to AML patients in 
post-remission: conventional dose chemotherapy, high-
dose chemotherapy followed by rescue therapy with 
autologous hematopoietic stem-cells, and allogenic 
hematopoietic stem-cell transplant(7-9). The decision 
as to which therapeutic modality should be used is a 
result of many studies and essentially depends on the 
definition of prognostic factors(4).

The determination of prognostic factors is vitally 
important in AML, since it allows stratification of 
treatment by means of groups of risk (low, medium, and 
high-risk).

Classically, stratification of risk groups in 
patients with AML is guided primarily by cytogenetic 
alterations(10-14), and could be divided into: (i) favorable 
prognosis; (ii) intermediate prognosis; and (iii) poor 
prognosis. Patients with a favorable prognosis (10 to 
15%) include those with t(15;17) and translocations 
that involve the core binding factor (CBF) transcription 
factor, including, in this group, patients with t(8;21) and 
with Inv(16.) Poor prognosis is characterized by patients 
who present with specific cytogenetic alterations, such 
as deletion and monosomy of chromosomes 5 and 7, 
besides a complex karyotype (3 or more alterations). 
Finally, the intermediate group, which corresponds to 
most patients, includes those with normal karyotype 

Protocol %
3+7 with Idarubicin 36.36
3+7 with Daunorubicin 63.64

table 2. Induction protocol of  acute myeloid leukemia

Risk stratification according to cytogenetic criteria 
caused a strong impact on prognosis, with overall 
survival and event-free survival well under those of 
the high-risk group(10,11,13-14). It also enabled adjusting 
treatment as per the patient’s risk. Classically, for high-
risk patients, the tendency has been to perform the 
allogenic hematopoietic stem-cell transplant. As to low-
risk patients, consolidation with Ara-C chemotherapy 
at high doses in repeated cycles has been sufficient to 
lead to cure for 50 to 60% of them. For patients with 
intermediate risk, however, which corresponds to the 
majority of AML patients, there is still no definition 
as to the best therapeutic practice, especially in elderly 
patients (> 60 years of age)(4,7,10).

Today risk classification has become even more 
complex since several molecular alterations were 
described and certain molecular alterations (mutations 
of genes FLT3 and NPM1, for example) subdivide the 
individuals with intermediate prognosis into those with 
a good and those with a poor prognosis(15,16). Other 
mutations, such as point mutations of the C-KIT 
gene, confer a poor prognosis in AML patients with 
abnormalities of the CBF gene(17). 

This new model of leukemogenesis, combining the 
activity of a genetic alteration that results in a genetic 
modification of tyrosine-kinase, such as FLT3, with 
events that cause a blockage in cellular differentiation, 
is very appealing not only from the point of view 
of understanding the pathological process, but also 
because it has a strong influence on clinical practice 
and therapeutics. In fact, it has been proposed 
that mutations of the NPM1 gene define a specific 
subtype of AML, with specific clinical, molecular, and 
prognostic characteristics(2). Recently, Schlenk et al.16 
demonstrated, in a retrospective analysis, that AML 
patients with a mutation of NPM1 and absence of 
mutation of FLT3, or who presented with a mutation of 
CEBPA, had the same survival whether or not they had 
received an allogenic hematopoietic stem-cell transplant 
as post-remission therapy. On the other hand, patients 
with a FLT3 mutation or who were negative for all 
mutations (CEBPA, NPM1, and FLT3) presented with 
an lower survival if they had not received an allogenic 
hematopoietic stem-cell transplant(18,19). In light of 

(approximately half of them) and those presenting 
with other cytogenetic abnormalities that do not fit the 
groups of a good or poor prognosis (Table 2).
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these advances, a group of AML experts has recently 
proposed a risk classification integrating cytogenetic 
and molecular abnormalities(4).

OBJectiVe
Based on this scenario, the present study was proposed 
to evaluate the Brazilian situation regarding available 
tests for diagnosis as well as treatment protocols used in 
the main AML treatment centers in Brazil.

MetHODS
An epidemiological, observational, multicenter study 
was conducted of 11 centers enrolled in Brazil for the 
treatment of AML and bone marrow transplants. The 
participating centers were Hospital Israelita Albert 
Einstein (HIAE), Hospital de Clínicas da Faculdade de 
Medicina de Ribeirão Preto da Universidade de São Paulo 
(HCFMRP/USP), Instituto Estadual de Hematologia 
Arthur de Siqueira Cavalcanti (HEMORIO), Hospital 
Pio XII de São José dos Campos, Instituto Nacional de 
Câncer (INCA), Hemocentro da Universidade Estadual 
de Campinas (UNICAMP), Hospital Amaral Carvalho, 
Universidade Federal Juiz de Fora (UFJF), Universidade 
Federal Rio de Janeiro (UFRJ), Hospital de Transplantes 
do Estado de São Paulo Dr. Euryclides de Jesus Zerbini, 
and Hospital Universitário de Santa Maria (HUSM). 

The study was retrospective, with a collection of data 
from the clinical records of AML patients treated at the 
cited centers between 2005 and 2009. The following 
data were analyzed: availability for performance of 
immunophenotyping, cytogenetics by simple karyotype 
or FISH for genes PML-RARA, AML1-ETO, CBFB-
MYH11, and molecular mutation investigation (FLT3, 
NPM1, KIT).

As to the treatment of promyelocytic leukemia, the 
study included patients treated as per the Brazilian 
protocol or another induction regimen. 

Patients were assessed relative to induction protocols 
they received and the consolidation regimen used as per 
their risk. 

reSUltS
 Of the sum of all patients from the participating centers, 
345 new cases of AML were diagnosed in 2009. As to 
diagnostic tests performed at the treatment centers, it was 
noted that 90.9% of the transplant centers carried out 
immunophenotyping and band karyotyping when patients 
were treated at the center from the beginning; however, 
when the patients had been referred for consolidation 
treatment with bone marrow transplantation, only 51.2% 

of the centers conducted immunophenotyping and 
42.73% determined the karyotype upon diagnosis. Of 
the participating centers, 72% performed some type of 
molecular research of AML upon diagnosis. 

The rates of molecular mutations that most 
frequently correlated with the prognosis in AML are 
described on Table 1. In the assessment of induction 
schemes used for treatment of AML, all centers used 
the classic regimen, with anthracycline and cytarabine 
at low doses and continuous infusion for 7 days (Table 
2). Several consolidation regimens were used (Table 3). 
Most treatment centers used two cycles of high doses 
of cytarabine for consolidation of AML (45.4%), and 
27.3% of the centers used three cycles, while 9.0% of 
the centers used more than four chemotherapy cycles. 

*If compatible donor. 
BMT: bone marrow transplant.

risk/treatment
High doses 
cytarabine 

%

autologous  
BMt 

%

allogenic  
BMt 

%
Low 72.73 27.27 Zero
Intermediate Zero 9.09 81.82*
High Zero Zero 100*

table 3. Consolidation regimen used in the treatment centers 

Treatment of promyelocytic leukemia at the 
participating centers was performed with the ATRA 
(transretinoic acid) and anthracycline (90.75%) regimen, 
and the majority was included in the Brazilian Protocol 
for Treatment of Promyelocytic Leukemia (54.5%).

DiScUSSiOn
Information on the pathophysiology of AML has 
evolved significantly over the last years, primarily due to 
new discoveries of the genetics of diseased cells and its 
molecular implications. This new knowledge has also led 
to the new classification of AML by the World Health 
Organization (WHO), with the creation of an AML 
group with recurring cytogenetic alteration(20). With 
this new classification, the performance of the simple 
cytogenetic test upon diagnosis of new cases of AML 
is mandatory, in order to guide therapeutic practice. 
In Brazil, is it noted that in reference bone marrow 
centers for treatment of AML, only 42% of patients 
underwent cytogenetic testing – a very low number if 
compared to centers from developed countries. The 
absence of karyotyping at diagnosis leads especially to 
the impossibility of correctly stratifying the patient’s 
risk, and therefore, to treatment decisions that may not 
be the most appropriate(21).

As to tests regarding molecular mutations of 
genes FLT3, NPM1, and KIT, although its role in risk 
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stratification of AML is well established in literature, 
its performance is still not obligatory as per WHO and 
by the primary AML treatment protocols – but merely 
within clinical trials. The low incidence of performance 
of these tests in Brazil, however, is a matter of concern, 
since these mutations will soon enter the roll of 
fundamental tests for therapeutic decisions, such as 
in the indication of first-line allogenic bone-marrow 
transplant(22). The high cost of implementing molecular 
biology testing, as well as the lack of trained personnel to 
conduct these tests, which involve real-time RNA- and 
PCR extraction methodology are the primary limiting 
factors for its routine diagnostic performance. Despite 
the surprising number of centers that do perform some 
form of AML molecular research (72%), most only carry 
out investigation of the PML-RARA gene mutation of 
promyelocytic leukemia. This fact is due primarily to 
the importance of this mutation for the diagnosis of this 
entity that displays a more favorable clinical course and 
has a specific induction regimen(23).

In the present study, it was possible to perceive 
that the treatment of AML in Brazil follows the main 
protocols employed around the world, where the 
choice treatment of all participating centers was made 
by induction with the classic protocol of seven days of 
continuous infusion of cytarabine and three days of 
anthracycline, whether daunorubicin or idarubicin. 
In analyzing the induction protocols used in Brazil, 
the lack of these and of national multicenter studies 
is noteworthy, since only the Brazilian Protocol for 
Treatment of Promyelocytic Leukemia was cited 
for inclusion of patients. In a country of continental 
dimensions such as Brazil, with possibilities of 
becoming a reference in AML treatment, the 
implementation of new multicenter studies in AML 
treatment is imperative, with an emphasis on new 
diagnostic methods.

When the AML consolidation regimens used in 
Brazil are analyzed, it is clear that allogenic bone 
marrow transplantation is the primary choice for 
patients with a compatible donor in the family. This 
indication is based, above all, on the presence of 
cytogenetic alterations. 

cOnclUSiOn
The treatment of AML in Brazil shows results that 
are very inferior when compared to those of other 
world centers. The lack of information for adequate 
stratification of risk of patients, such as bands 
cytogenetics and investigation of molecular mutations, is 
the chief cause of failure in AML treatment in Brazil. 

Investment in the area of diagnosis is paramount for 
improving treatment of AML in Brazil.
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